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Health Plans Explore Overseas Links to Tap 
Into Ripe Markets, Meet Needs of Expats

Globetrotting Americans may be falling through the cracks of the Affordable Care 
Act, says GeoBlue, which on Sept. 30 hit the market with its new Xplorer Select plan 
that allows U.S. expatriates and mobile world travelers living stateside in stretches to 
buy coverage that fulfills the ACA’s individual mandate requirements. This new prod-
uct is an example of how health plans are seeking fatter margin businesses by serving 
Americans living overseas or traveling abroad frequently. They are achieving this by 
selling directly to consumers and large groups, by seeking partnerships for entry into 
international markets with domestic operators, or by outright purchasing foreign plans, 
consultants say.

A long-time international player, for instance, is Cigna Corp., which has an active 
unit tending to multinational corporate clients who want all of their employees — U.S. 
or otherwise — to have appropriate health insurance coverage no matter where they 
live. It says revenues continue to grow rapidly in this space, at close to 20% per annum. 
Another major actor globally, Aetna Inc., made waves with its Sept. 24 announcement 
about new coverage options via its collaboration in China with Starr Property & Casu-
alty Insurance Company, Limited (HPW 9/29/14, p. 7).

These latest forays are fresh attempts to make inroads into emerging insurance 
markets. Similar efforts have been taking place for years (HPW 6/10/13, p. 1), but with 

Contents MA Plans Keep Zero-Dollar Offerings for 
2015, Tweak Benefits as Marketing Starts

Now that Medicare Advantage (MA) and Prescription Drug Benefit (PDP) plans 
have unveiled their 2015 offerings with the Oct. 1 start of the marketing period, the 
view from industry consultants is that expected premium hikes driven by lower gov-
ernment reimbursement are more modest than initially anticipated. Other key trends 
include insurers maintaining most zero-dollar premium plans in the MA market by 
adjusting provider networks to minimize costs and turning more often to the HMO 
over the PPO model to achieve these goals. For Medicare Advantage prescription drug 
(MA-PD) plans and PDPs, more insurers are looking at tiered formularies as way to 
control premium rises, these sources say.

CMS data show the average MA member premium weighted by enrollment for 
2015 rising by $2.94 per month from the 2014 level to $33.90.

“Both [MA and PDP plans] are slimming down benefits. They are not quite as 
robust as in the past…and are reducing networks to have fewer providers to contract 
with,” Christine Harhaj, senior manager, Avalere Health LLC, tells HPW. She adds that 
HMOs are picking up in the MA space, since the design give plans a lot of control over 
costs and clearly defines the scope of benefits and network size. “They are a lot skinnier 
than the PPO model; plans have shifted that way to help keep premiums down,” Har-
haj says. On the PDP side, she says there was a slight decrease in zero-dollar premium 
plans, but options still exist across all states.
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mixed results. China, for instance, maintains tough re-
strictions, like capping foreign shares of joint ventures 
(JVs) to 50%, which makes it difficult for U.S. companies 
to thrive, Ying Luo, a Boston Consulting Group partner 
in Beijing, tells HPW. WellPoint, Inc. actually bailed out of 
the country in 2013, making it a poster child of sorts for 
the barriers U.S. insurers face.

“The policies are still challenging for foreign play-
ers,” he says, pointing to the JV rule as well as tough 
annual licensing requirements. As for finding partners, 
that is not easy either. “It takes years to identify the right 
partner and negotiate the deal. The latest example is 
CPIC [China Pacific Insurance (Group) Co., Ltd.] forming 
a health insurance JV with Allianz [SE] in August 2014,” 
Luo says.

While most of the Chinese population has universal 
coverage, there is a wealthy populace that is a rich target 
for commercial plans. “We estimate the health insur-
ance market growth from now till 2020 will be at least 
20% CAGR [compound annual growth rate]. High-mid 
end products will drive the growth,” he says. The lead-
ing foreign insurer in China, in terms of revenue, is AIA 
(Hong Kong-based AIA Group Limited), followed by 
the Cigna-CMC Life Insurance Co. Ltd. JV (an affiliate of 
China Merchants Bank), Luo adds. Premiums for private 

insurance are expected to grow in China to an estimated 
$90 billion in 2020, up from $8.4 billion in 2008, according 
to McKinsey & Co.

Plan Targets ACA-Threatened Expats
The strategy taken by GeoBlue, which is the trade 

name for the international health insurance programs of 
Worldwide Insurance Services, an independent licensee 
of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association, is to go at 
the international market with a product focused on world 
travelers who are in the U.S. more than 35 days a year. 
This is so these consumers can meet the ACA individual 
mandate, Mike Hartung, GeoBlue’s chief marketing of-
ficer, tells HPW.

Xplorer Select allows people to retain their domestic 
coverage, but also have international benefits to help 
them access care from providers outside the U.S. The 
combined approach is often equivalent in cost to a high 
coverage, no-deductible expat plan, he says. “If someone 
comes back two times, a month at a time, they face a tax 
penalty,” Hartung says. “This plan will satisfy the indi-
vidual mandate and allows them to be adequately cov-
ered in 180 countries by elite providers.”

Cigna Makes International a Priority
During Cigna’s July 31 second-quarter 2014 earnings 

conference call, company executives made note of the 
importance of international markets. CEO David Cordani 
said to meet emerging opportunities overseas, the car-
rier has built a solid platform for its fast-growing Global 
Supplemental Benefits business. He said the segment has 
more than 12 million policies in force, primarily serving 
the growing overseas middle class. “The unique differ-
entiator and driver for Cigna in the marketplace are the 
more than 150 diverse partnerships we maintain through-
out the world,” Cordani said.

Over the last five years, the Global Supplemental 
Benefits business has experienced average annual growth 
in revenue of 19% and earnings growth of 20%. “In addi-
tion, these businesses generate high returns in capital and 
very attractive markets,” he added.

Cigna also said on Sept. 25 that for the third time in 
four years it won the International Employee Benefits 
Provider of the Year award, which recognizes overall 
excellence in the field of expatriate insurance.

One major part of the Cigna push that Cordani 
trumpets for overseas-related business is shaped by its 
marketing to large multinationals. (It also sells individual 
policies.) The focal point of the large-group effort is mak-
ing sure corporate staff have access to appropriate care, 
no matter if in Cairo, Silicon Valley or London, Sheldon 
Kenton, senior vice president, Cigna global employer 
sales, tells HPW. “We’ve been active since the 1970s cater-
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ing to the needs of multinationals,” he says, but notes that 
the business has changed over the decades from a pure 
U.S.-based expat world to a global movement of workers 
from one country to another.

“We have reinforced our provider position by grow-
ing our network overseas, trying to become a much more 
complete solution for a multinational,” he says. The chal-
lenges are more than just finding the right hospital for an 
expat, but also keeping updated on regulatory changes 
across the globe. “Being based in the U.S., we are very 
well tapped into the U.S. regulatory environment, and 
the ACA has affected multinationals as well as domestic 
workers. The bigger challenge is that any time, any one 
of our customers could pop up in a country anywhere in 
the world and find themselves having to meet visa entry 
requirements, minimum coverage rules,” Kenton says. 
“We have had to develop forward-thinking radar to pick 
out where the next regulatory challenge is going to be.”

To achieve success in guaranteeing access to appro-
priate care, Cigna takes a market-by-market approach. 
Outside of the U.S., restricted provider networks — even 
PPOs — are not common, so broad access is the prior-
ity. There has been some recent movement in places like 
the Middle East, however, where multinationals make it 
known they are happy with certain hospitals and not oth-
ers, creating the beginnings of a type of tiered-coverage 
option for employees where cost sharing is being intro-
duced, he adds. “But the multinationals are less worried 
about managing the care cost of this population than 

Web addresses cited in this issue are live links in the PDF version, which is accessible at  
HPW’s subscriber-only page at http://aishealth.com/newsletters/healthplanweek.

managing episodes and utilization, and less worried 
about restricting access,” Kenton says.

Contact Kenton via Jessica Iben at jessica.iben@
cigna.com, Luo via Madeleine Desmond at desmond.
madeleine@bcg.com and Moira Bishop for Hartung at 
mbishop@geo-blue.com. G

Insurers Track HIPAA Compliance 
Closer, Seek Proof From Vendors

Health insurers are increasingly pushing their ven-
dors to show adherence to compliance rules, such as 
privacy and security provisions in the Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), industry 
stakeholders say, with a special emphasis on document-
ing data security for protected health information (PHI).

Still, even as providers and health plans shift to mak-
ing compliance an organization-wide operational strat-
egy, industry consultants say more needs to be done.

“I’m seeing a real big push from HIPAA-covered 
entities all the way down to the vendors saying you have 
to prove it to me,” Chris Apgar, CEO and president of 
Apgar & Associates, LLC, tells HPW. “There is a heavier 
effort to push down and say to the vendor, ‘you have to 
demonstrate to me you are compliant,’” he adds.

The focus on compliance has become a priority 
since HHS issued its final omnibus rule in January 2013, 
which spells out HIPAA privacy and security provisions 
expanded under the HITECH Act (HPW 1/21/13, p. 7). 

Public Exchange Enrollment Preview:  
Insurer Strategies to Sidestep the Pitfalls Ahead

 ¾ Why are last year’s high-cost carriers positioned to win big in 2015?

 ¾ Why are re-enrollments likely to be more challenging than bringing in new members?

 ¾ To what extent is sacrificing margins for members likely to pay off down the road?

 ¾ Why are few members likely to switch plans this fall? Why might they stop paying their 
premiums?

 ¾ Why will the highest premium increases be experienced by enrollees older than 50?

 ¾ Why are recent reports of low rate hikes misleading and a potential problem for carriers?

 ¾ Why is HHS’s auto-reenrollment good news for “web-broker entities” (WBEs) who will seek 
to enroll consumers in different plans?

Join Susan Pantely and Paul Houchens of Milliman, and  
Mark Waterstraat of Benaissance, for a Nov. 5 Webinar.

Visit www.AISHealth.com/webinars or call 800-521-4323
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The rules address breach notification, business associ-
ates, patient authorization for research, and marketing 
and fundraising, among other issues. “It really started to 
come up [in importance] with the finalization of the om-
nibus rule. And what is interesting…[about] that rule [is] 
from a vendor perspective, the compliance and security 
rules had been a requirement by contract since 2005; just 
now it had some teeth in it,” Apgar says. With the final 
rule’s enforcement mechanisms spelled out, more entities 
wanted to be on the right side of the law.

And since then, he adds, HHS’s Office for Civil 
Rights has ramped up fines (HPW 6/23/14, p. 8). There is 
also the matter of insurers, along with vendors and pro-
viders, not wanting to be the next Target Corp. or Home 
Depot Inc., where credit card security breaches have re-
sulted in negative press and attention. “Larger providers 
and payers are saying, ‘that could be me,’” Apgar says.

Insurers Seek Evidence of Compliance
Security issues under HIPAA are definitely more of 

a priority for health plans when it comes to checking on 
vendors. “Disclosure of PHI on the privacy side, that’s 
usually baked into the business associate agreement. 
So a lot of what I see is concentrated on security side of 

things,” he says. “I work with a vendor who is busily 
providing all sorts of stuff, because they [insurers] are 
asking for a copy of the risk analysis summary, a list of 
the policies and procedures they’ve adopted, sort of an 
attestation that ‘yes, I have good security on my network’ 
and things like that,” Apgar says.

The consultant says the health plan’s method of seek-
ing information “usually comes in sort of three flavors.” 
If the vendor is considered a specialist that an insurer 
uses maybe once a year, then there is not much attention 
paid to compliance. 

“For those sort of in the middle, there is a simple 
questionnaire that they can send out that asks ‘did you 
conduct your risk analysis this year? Did you review 
your policies and procedures?’ It is a little bit of due dili-
gence,” Apgar says. “Then if you do see something on 
the mini-audits that you send out, then it’s a nice red flag 
to follow up with the vendor.” That third flavor is a full-
blown audit conducted by the health plan. “That’s really 
uncommon. That primarily only exists in the areas where 
you are taking Medicare and using an overseas vendor, 
and you will have to do that audit,” he adds. 

Most of the effort health plans expend on vendor 
compliance is done upfront, during the so-called “on-

Subscribers who have not yet signed up for Web access — with searchable newsletter archives, Hot Topics, Recent Stories and more — 
should click the blue “Login” button at www.AISHealth.com, then follow the “Forgot your password?” link to receive further instructions.

Like Autumn Leaves, Health Insurer Stock Prices Fall in September
Centene Corp. was the biggest winner in September of the 10 publicly traded insurers that HPW tracks. Its stock price climbed 6.9% 
to a closing price of $82.71 on Sept. 30. Centene has seen consistent gains this year, as its stock is up 40.1% for the year. Molina 
Healthcare, Inc. and WellCare Health Plans, Inc. suffered the steepest declines, down 8.6% and 7.6%, respectively, in September. 
Recent headliner Health Net, Inc. also encountered a slight interruption in its 57.1% run this year, down 1.7% last month.

Closing Stock 
Price on 

9/30/2014
September Gain 

(Loss)
Full-Year Gain 

(Loss)
Consensus  
2014 EPS*

Consensus  
2014 P/E Ratio*

COMMERCIAL

Aetna Inc. $81.00 (1.1%) 19.9% $6.58 12.3 x

Cigna Corp. $90.69 (3.7%) 5.2% $7.35 12.3 x

Health Net, Inc. $46.11 (1.7%) 57.1% $2.30 20.0 x

UnitedHealth Group $86.25 (0.2%) 15.7% $5.58 15.5 x

WellPoint, Inc. $119.62 3.4% 32.0% $8.74 13.7 x

Commercial Mean (1%) 26% 14.8 x

MEDICARE

Humana Inc. $130.29 2.2% 26.7% $7.73 16.9 x

Universal American Corp. $8.04 (4.9%) 8.4% $0.14 38.3 x

Medicare Mean (1%) 18% 27.6 x

MEDICAID
Centene Corp. $82.71 6.9% 40.1% $3.83 21.6 x

Molina Healthcare, Inc. $42.30 (8.6%) 17.0% $1.86 22.7 x

WellCare Health Plans, Inc. $60.34 (7.6%) (14.1%) $2.23 27.1 x

Medicaid Mean (3%) 14% 23.8 x

Industry Mean (1.5%) 20.8% 20.0 x
* Estimates are based on analysts' consensus estimates for full-year 2014.
SOURCE: Bank of America Merrill Lynch. Compiled by Atlantic Information Services, Inc., September 2014.
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boarding process” when contracts are inked. “It is a lot 
less after they’ve signed the contract and move down the 
road,” Apgar says. 

“Where I do see a gap with health plans is I have 
not seen any of the major health plans pushing down 

on the providers to demonstrate their compliance. Yes, 
they have to meet transactions and code-set requirements 
[under HIPAA], but there has not been a push to have the 
provider sending them the data to be compliant,” he says.

Contact Apgar at capgar@apgarandassoc.com. G

America’s Health Insurance Plans (AHIP) convened 
its National Conferences on Medicare & Medicaid and the 
Dual Eligibles Summit in Washington, D.C., Sept. 28 to 
Oct. 2. Much of the conference focused on navigating gov-
ernment regulations like star ratings, as well as developing 
strategies for keeping vulnerable populations engaged in 
their care. The general consensus was that insurers need to 
develop more personal relationships with their at-risk mem-
bers to see improvements in their numbers, engaging in face-
to-face interaction and home visits as opposed to restricting 
communication to the telephone. Below are a few snippets 
heard from speakers at the conference. 

“The risk scores reported by MA plans over time 
have increased much faster than the fee-for-service 
scores….We have this conundrum of a population that 
is actually getting slightly younger over time. Accord-
ing to star ratings, they’re getting better care, more 
medication. It appears if their medication is better, a lot 
of things are improving, yet their risk profile continues 
to worsen. I think this reflects a policy problem that we 
all need to correct together, which is that we’re build-
ing our risk model off of a fee-for-service population 
that has one level of diagnostic coding and then we’re 
applying it to an environment that has a different level. 
I don’t know what the solution is, but I do think it’s a 
challenge that all of us together will face in the coming 
years.”

— Sean Cavanaugh, Deputy Administrator and 
Director, Center for Medicare, Centers for Medicare & 
Medicaid Services

“For this chronic care population, for a variety 
of reasons, high-touch care management is the secret 
sauce, whether that’s conducted through a nurse care 
manager or a community health worker. We’re talk-
ing about a vulnerable population, which means not 
only do they have multiple chronic conditions but they 
have other social determinants that affect how they 
receive care….These folks are living on $800 or $900 a 
month. Most of us can’t even fathom what that would 
be like, and that factors into everything that they do. 
We’re concerned about health care; they may be con-
cerned about paying rent, or they may be concerned 

about having enough food before their Social Security 
check rolls in.”

— John Baackes, President of Medicare VIP Plans, 
AmeriHealth Caritas

“Washington has been consumed lately with the 
Affordable Care Act roll out over ‘any willing provid-
er’ or narrow networks and how people are dealing 
with that. Well, in Medicare Advantage, it’s important 
to note that the top product that’s been growing is a 
tight model or narrow network HMO product. It con-
tinues to be the highest-enrollment and the highest-
growing product.”

— Brian Fortune, President, Farragut Square Group
“Medicare is thought of as clearly a growth mar-

ket both from the perspective that you’ve got a 3% 
growth in seniors from the baby boomer years over 
the next 10 to 15 to 20 years, plus an underpenetrated 
market. The industry has seen significant success in 
appealing to seniors with these products, offering bet-
ter benefits, so the average penetration rate change has 
been about 150 base points a year. So you went from 
one in six seniors [in Medicare Advantage] to one in 
three, just about. I think Wall Street is looking for that 
to become one in two over time. 

“There are a number of drivers to this: [Medigap] 
is less affordable, you have employers moving away 
from retiree benefits on the medical side, and then ob-
viously there is a clear value proposition that everyone 
acknowledges in Medicare Advantage.…With one in 
three seniors here, there’s much more political power 
in terms of their ability to lobby and keep reimburse-
ment at a reasonable range. Competition has been as 
significant as we’ve ever seen. Every plan I’ve talked 
to is either in Medicare Advantage or wants to be in 
Medicare Advantage in a bigger way.”

— Justin Lake, Managing Director, J.P. Morgan 
Equity Research

“These last two years are probably indicative that 
plans have a good working relationship with the regu-
lators, and I hope that continues.”

— Brian Fortune, President, Farragut Square 
Group

Reporter’s Notebook
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MA Plans Focus on Premiums
continued from p. 1

Avalere research puts the number of MA HMOs up 
1.5% for 2015, from 1,721 this year to 1,747, while MA 
PPOs will drop 8%, from 593 to 541. In addition, fewer 
MA-PDs will offer zero deductibles and coverage in the 
gap portion of the Part D drug benefit. 

On the PDP side, Avalere data show a definite trend 
for consolidation, with the number of plans contracting 
14% from 1,169 in 2014 to 1,001 for 2015. Several large 
PDP sponsors — including Aetna Inc., Cigna Corp., CVS 
Health and UnitedHealth Group — cut their offerings, 
mainly because of mergers in the sector and CMS rules 
that PDPs must have “meaningful differences,” Harhaj 
says.

Insurers Seek to Keep Premiums Low
Many insurers increased cost sharing in order to keep 

zero-dollar premium plans in their portfolio, says Mary 
Kaye Thibert, senior vice president, sales, marketing and 
strategy at consulting firm Gorman Health Group, LLC. 

“[All plans are] trying to trim down benefits and look 
at whether or not you raise a PCP [primary care physi-
cian] copay or a specialist copay. Or you raise the inpa-
tient hospital copayment so that you can actually keep 
that zero premium,” she says.

Brian Weible, vice president and actuary at Wakely 
Consulting Group, tells HPW ancillary benefits were the 
first to be targeted for elimination. 

But, overall, networks are the key to plan strategies 
on reducing costs. “If they say we have to hold medical 
trend to 2% and historically it’s been at 4%, they could 
determine trends for this subset of physicians or hospitals 
are at 8% and for the rest it’s 1%. That is when a plan will 

say, ‘OK, let’s look at seeing if excluding or removing 
them helps our bottom line,’” he says.

A case study of how insurers are working to meet 
market demand for low-premium products is seen with 
the example of Highmark Inc. The Blues operator in 
Pennsylvania says consumer research shows there is a 
large appetite for Medicare products with zero or low 
premiums; thus it created a new offering called Com-
munity Blue Medicare HMO for 2015, according to Tim 
Lightner, Highmark’s vice president of senior markets 
and product marketing. “It is driven by the fact we 
contracted with a select network of providers at lower 
reimbursement levels,” he tells HPW. The HMO is not 
replacing other Highmark plans.

Individuals who select the new HMO will have the 
option to choose between two benefit designs, which 
both include Part D prescription drug coverage: Com-
munity Blue Medicare HMO Signature, a zero-dollar 
premium plan with medium to high cost sharing, and 
Community Blue Medicare HMO Prestige, a $193 pre-
mium plan with minimal cost sharing. Lightner expects 
the zero-premium plan to generate the most business 
between these two options. To get the networks in place 
took some time, he says, but most providers understand 
the market landscape and went along with the effort. 
“This is our first foray [with select networks] in the Medi-
care arena. We do have select networks in commercial 
offerings that have seen significant enrollment. We’ll see 
how it plays out in the senior space,” Lightner says.

Carriers Add and Subtract Benefits
Overall, the insurer has responded to lower reim-

bursement by raising premiums and increasing cost shar-
ing across its MA and PDP product lines. “We’ve made 
some premium adjustments and we’ve also made cost-
sharing changes, but we’ve also made some enhance-
ments to our plans. For example, we’ve added routine 
dental to all of our plans with lower PCP copays on all of 
our plans, and we’re also looking at making plan design 
changes to encourage members to receive care at lower 
cost settings,” he says. “We’ve tiered our cost sharing on 
the lab benefit and surgery benefit to encourage members 
to utilize freestanding types of care because those are 
lower costs in comparison to facility-based types of care.”

Lightner says on average the premium increases 
were $30 per member per month on Highmark’s HMO 
plans and $80 PMPM for PPOs.

Contact Weible at brianw@wakely.com, Lightner via 
Adrienne Baldini at adrienne.baldini@highmark.com, 
Thibert at mthibert@gormanhealthgroup.com and Harhaj 
at charhaj@avalere.com. G

Additional News of the Week
Coverage of these health plan developments was 
included in this week’s issue of Spotlight on Health 
Insurers:
• Minnesota Blues, Medica Join Private Exchange
• Anthem Set to Increase 2015 Rates by 9%
• Cigna to Sell Individual Plans in St. Louis
• Cigna, Health First Extend Contract in Florida
• Mt. Sinai Joining Empire Blues Network, Exchange
• Anthem, Hartford HealthCare Contract Expires 
• St. Francis Hospital in Conn. Joins State Exchange

Links to these additional news stories can be accessed 
at www.AISHealth.com/enews/spotlightonhealthinsurers.
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u A Government Accountability Office (GAO) analy-
sis released on Sept. 30 (B-325630) said Con-
gress has to specifically appropriate funds to pay 
for the risk corridors program crafted under the 
health reform law to shield health insurers from 
major losses on public exchanges. Republicans 
jumped on the GAO opinion as further proof that 
parts of the reform law skirt appropriate lawmaking. 
“The making of an appropriation must be expressly 
stated in law. It is not enough for a statute to simply 
require an agency to make a payment,” GAO said. 
A memo by the nonpartisan Congressional Research 
Service (HPW 6/23/14, p. 8) also said that the provi-
sion of the reform law creating the risk corridor pro-
gram “does not specify a source of funding for the 
program.” Visit http://tinyurl.com/oypswhr.

u Aetna Inc. formed an accountable care organiza-
tion (ACO) with four provider groups in Colorado, 
the insurer said on Sept. 29. The agreement will base 
provider pay on the number of members who ob-
tain preventive screenings and the ability to manage 
chronic illnesses, as well as reductions in hospital 
readmission rates and emergency department visits. 
Participating groups include Banner Health’s Ban-
ner Network Colorado, Centura Health’s Colorado 
Health Neighborhoods, New West Physicians and 
Physician Health Partners. Visit http://tinyurl.com/
o9jcemm. Aetna also announced an ACO collabo-
ration with Connecticut provider group Hartford 
HealthCare (HHC) on Sept. 29. The ACO involves 
HHC’s Integrated Care Partners community, which 
encompasses 2,000 doctors, health care professionals 
and care managers. Visit http://tinyurl.com/jvuyhl3.

u Humana Inc. became the first health insurer to 
integrate its health app with Apple Inc.’s Health-
Kit, announcing on Sept. 29 that the Apple app for 
iPhones will be part of the HumanaVitality program 
for getting active, eating better and losing weight. 
HumanaVitality is a joint venture between the insurer 
and Discovery Holdings, Ltd., and rewards mem-
bers for meeting these goals and for other healthy 
behaviors, from getting a biometric screening to 
taking 10,000 physician-recommended steps a day 
(HPW 8/19/13, p. 3). “HumanaVitality members who 
use the HumanaVitality App can upload fitness data 
from their favorite wearables into Apple Health and 
earn Vitality Points for hitting their health and fitness 

milestones,” the insurer said. Visit http://tinyurl.
com/ma844mk.

u CMS on Sept. 30 unveiled a new government da-
tabase required by the Affordable Care Act (ACA) 
that shows drug and device manufacturers deliv-
ered nearly $3.5 billion in payments and gifts to 
doctors for five months in 2013. The transparency 
effort is designed to highlight potential conflicts of in-
terest in the health care delivery sector. More features 
of the Open Payment program are still to come, CMS 
said, but for now anyone can access the database 
online at www.cms.gov/openpayments.

u A growing trend in emergency departments 
across the country is that doctors operating in 
the ED are employed by private contractors who 
are either out of network or do not accept health 
insurance, according to a Sept. 28 New York Times 
article. The situation leaves consumers to pay, despite 
the fact they received care at an in-network ED, the 
newspaper said. For example, in the news article, a 
couple received a $937 bill from an ED doctor, but the 
insurer (UnitedHealthcare, a unit of UnitedHealth 
Group) paid out only $151.02, leaving the balance to 
the consumer because the doctor was not in-network. 
Visit http://tinyurl.com/muqq7ya.

u Optum, a unit of UnitedHealth Group, has 
agreed to buy Irving, Texas-based MedSynergies, 
Inc., a physician practice management firm that 
specializes in revenue management, physician 
referrals and other services to physician groups 
tied to large health systems, the companies said on 
Sept. 30. MedSynergies serves more than 9,300 care 
providers in the United States. The purchase will give 
Optum the ability to help providers “improve finan-
cial performance, deliver better patient experiences 
and grow their practices,” the companies said. Visit 
http://tinyurl.com/mzzh7og.

u The Catalyst for Payment Reform’s National 
Scorecard on Payment Reform released on Sept. 
30 said commercial health plans are making major 
changes in how they pay providers, with 40% of 
payments now pegged to quality and care con-
siderations. The 2014 report shows a 29 percentage 
point increase over 2013 when only 11% of payments 
were value-oriented, the group said. Visit http://
tinyurl.com/nk8p6qe.
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u A federal judge in Oklahoma blocked an IRS rule 
that allows the use of subsidies in federal insur-
ance exchanges, saying the language of the ACA 
directs the tax credits to state-run exchanges only, 
Bloomberg reported on Sept. 30. This is the latest 
in a back-and-forth debate over ACA subsidies. In 
July, the U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington, D.C., 
also restricted subsidies to state-run exchanges, but 
agreed to revisit the decision. That same day, a U.S. 
appeals court in Richmond, Va., ruled subsidies could 
be used on both state and federal exchanges (HPW 
7/28/14, p. 1). Visit http://tinyurl.com/l4zwahk.

u Any willing provider (AWP) laws thwart efforts 
to deliver more efficient and higher quality health 
care, according to a Sept. 29 blog post by America’s 
Health Insurance Plans (AHIP) citing three different 
studies on the issue. AWP laws allow any provider 
to be added to a carrier’s network, defeating the 
point of narrow networks, which insurers build spe-
cifically to contain costs and herd people to higher 
quality hospitals and physicians, AHIP said. Insurers 
have been under pressure from consumer groups 
and some policymakers to include more providers 
in networks (HPW 6/30/14, p. 1). One of the reports 
cited in the posting is from the University of South-
ern California, which concluded that AWP laws can 
raise health care costs and hurt quality of care. Visit 
http://tinyurl.com/nnu7yjj.

u UnitedHealth Group has sued a string of surgery 
centers owned by Michael and Julian Omidi that 
perform Lap-Band surgeries under the 1-800-Get-
Thin program, The Los Angeles Times said in a Sept. 25 
article. The insurer, which filed suit in Los Angeles 
federal court, is seeking more than $43 million to 
settle allegations that the Omidi brothers operated 
a network of companies that fooled the insurer into 
paying claims for unnecessary medical procedures 
that were ineligible for coverage or never performed. 
Visit http://tinyurl.com/lhh2qep.

u California Gov. Jerry Brown (D) on Sept. 25 
signed into law a measure (Senate Bill 1052) that 
requires the state public exchange, Covered Cali-
fornia, to build an online search tool to compare 
health plans’ cost and coverage of certain drugs. 
The law also mandates state insurance regulators to 
develop uniform methods for sharing drug formular-
ies by 2017, which then must be updated monthly 
thereafter. Visit http://tinyurl.com/n8bogpf.

u Increasing responsibility for non-physician 
health care workers, integrating pharmacy and 
behavioral health services, and tapping into more 
technology could help alleviate the disparity in 
access to primary care physicians, according to a 
report released on Sept. 30 by UnitedHealth Group’s 
Center for Health Reform & Modernization. The re-
port, “Practical and Scalable Solutions Can Overcome 
Worsening Shortage of Primary Care Access and Ca-
pacity, Improve Service Delivery,” concluded that al-
lowing nurse practitioners and physician assistants to 
“practice at the top of their licenses” would increase 
a physician’s patient capacity while simultaneously 
reducing wait times. The findings, however, said 
that typically lower Medicare and Medicaid reim-
bursements for non-physician services are barriers to 
implementing this strategy. In addition, moving from 
individual practices to group practices and upgrad-
ing existing technology would increase efficiency and 
standardization of care while combining resources 
and reducing overhead costs, the report said. Visit 
http://tinyurl.com/mkaz2lt.

u PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: SCAN Health Plan named 
Riaz Ali to the newly created position of chief mar-
keting executive. Ali previously worked as a vice 
president and practice director for Washington, D.C., 
consultant Avalere Health LLC….Centene Corp. sub-
sidiary Managed Health Services, an Indiana-based 
HMO serving Hoosier Healthwise and the Healthy 
Indiana Plan, named Kevin M. O’Toole president and 
CEO. Former CEO Patrick Rooney was promoted to 
senior vice president of health plans for parent Cen-
tene. O’Toole previously served as vice president of 
health plan operations in St. Louis, for Centene and 
most recently as chief operating officer for Absolute 
Total Care, a South Carolina-based Medicaid issuer 
also owned by Centene.

u CORRECTION: CVS Health consolidated the Sil-
verScript Basic and the SilverScript Choice Medicare 
Part D Prescription Drug Plans (PDPs) into the new 
SilverScript Choice for 2015. A table provided by 
Avalere Health LLC and published in the Sept. 29 
HPW incorrectly stated that CVS Health consolidated 
the former SilverScript Choice PDP and SilverScript 
Plus PDP into a new SilverScript Plus plan for 2015.
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